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Abstract 
 

Open-source routing has gained momentum in the last few years due to expensive proprietary 

network hardware and software. People and organizations want more control on routing 

hardware and software. Inspired by the success of open-source software, and contributions by 

researchers and many volunteer developers across the globe, there are two open-source routing 

stacks in the market which are quite promising in terms of performance and features, namely 

Quagga and XORP. These routing daemons can run on many different hardware and operating 

systems, and are free to download and customize according to personal preference. Today, 

assembling a router from off-the-shelf hardware and open-source software is a matter of a few 

minute efforts. Nowadays, open-source software has become an integral part of many 

commercial network products. 

  

This thesis presents a performance evaluation study of an open-source multicast router. Open-

source routing software is used to build a fully functional, high-performing open-source 

multicast router. The multicast router is running the XORP (pronounced as Zorp) routing 

software installed on the Debian Linux operating system.  A testbed which consisted of three 

open-source routers was created, where different performance and operational tests were 

conducted. The tests mainly concerned the evaluation of the multicast routing functionality of an 

open-source router in a production-like environment where triple-play services were provided 

to the customers. Linux Differentiated Services were used to provide quality of service to three 

different traffic classes. Besides these tests, reliability, router management and interoperability 

with proprietary routers were also evaluated.  
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Sammanfattning 
 

Routing med öppen källkod har fått ett uppsving under de senaste åren, tack vare dyr proprietär 

hård- och mjukvara för nätverk. Folk och organisationer vill ha bättre kontroll över sin routing i 

både hård- och mjukvara. Inspirerat av framgångarna med öppen källkod, och med bidrag från 

forskare och andra frivilliga utvecklare över hela världen, har det kommit fram två lovande 

programvaror på marknaden vad gäller både prestanda och funktionalitet - Quagga och XORP. 

Dessa kan i stort sett köras på vilken hårdvara, och under vilket operativsystem som helst. De 

kan dessutom laddas ned fritt och konfigureras efter eget behag. Det är idag en fråga om några få 

minuters arbete att bygga en router utgående från hårdvara ” från hyllan” och öppen mjukvara. 

Det är vanligt förekommande att nätverksprodukter numera använder sig av öppen källkod. 

 

Denna avhandling presenterar en utvärderingsstudie av en öppen multicast router bygged på 

öppen kallkod en fullt fungerande och högpresterande multicast router. Multicast routern kör 

XORP (uttalas Zorp) som routingprogram och är installerat på en Debian Linux-distribution. En 

testuppsättning bestående av tre stycken routrar har riggats upp, där man undersöker olika 

prestanda och funktioner. Testerna inkluderar huvudsakligen utvärdering av multicast routing i 

en produktionslik miljö för Triple Play-tjänster.  Differentiated Services i Linux används för att 

klassificera och kvalitetsgarantera tjänsterna i tre olika klasser. Förutom dessa tester, har även 

tillförlitlighet, administrativ hanterbarhet och kompatibilitet med proprietära routrar också 

utvärderats. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 OPEN-SOURCE ROUTING 
 

Routing is one of the key components of an IP-packet network. Open-source routing means that 

the routers employ source code that is freely available to any developer. The software is 

distributed under the General Public License (GPL) [1], and can be extended and modified by 

anyone in any way that pleases them. 

  

Open-source [2] technology has been in the market for quite a long time now, and there are a lot 

of software applications which are open-source and free to download. Today, the most 

commonly used network and routing equipment for major networks are proprietary, and is 

offered by large companies like Cisco™ [3] and Juniper™ [4]. This dedicated hardware is highly 

sophisticated, and is in most cases serving its purposes very well. Nevertheless, the open-source 

alternative to proprietary routers is getting more and more attention because of two important 

factors: the much lower purchasing cost, and the fact that any system designer or programmer 

are able to develop and improve the system. The routing software used is typically based on 

Linux. The open-source community is huge, and there are many good open-source tools that can 

be integrated and used in a full-fledged open-source network. 

 

The special thing with open-source routing is that you can build your own routers using 

ordinary PCs equipped with multiport network cards. These routers can be configured for 

routing as well as special purpose firewalls. There is much flexibility when buying the hardware 

and you can select from a large number of vendors. 

 

In the early years of the Internet, specialized hardware was used for routers. Therefore few 

companies were producing routers in the market. Inceptionally, Linux was primarily considered 

an operating system for desktops and servers and less of an operating system for routers. Later 

on, open-source communities started to develop Linux for use in routers. Low cost hardware 

complemented with open-source software can, if properly used, make up high-performing 

router. In that sense, open-source technology is a potential threat to the network equipment 

market. 

 

However, open-source routing has not yet been deployed in many larger networks, and is often 

seen upon with scepticism by people unfamiliar with the technology. The focus of developers 

has been on improving the technology, rather than communicating its capabilities with the 

outside world. Also, this has made the work of developing proper documentation a non-

prioritized issue. This project will try to run and implement an open-source-based multicast 

router which has the potential to route packets for three different traffic classes: audio, video 

and bulk traffic. 

 

PC hardware has experienced a tremendous development in speed and price. Today, buying a 

high-performing personal computer is not that expensive. Therefore, using normal computers as 
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routers in the networking world can have a significant impact on Internet speed and cost. 

Personal computers have high processing power and large memory space. Processors have 

multiple cores, and can process large amount of data in parallel.  

 

In fact, provided the right hardware and software are used, the performance is comparable with 

its proprietary counterparts. Open-source routers do not yet include all the advanced features 

found in proprietary routers, however, all normal and widely used protocols and features are 

supported. Until recently, open-source routing equipment was primarily used in research and 

education. 

1.2 MULTICAST ROUTING OVERVIEW 

1.2.1 IP MULTICASTING 
 

Multicast is a concept where data is sent to a group of receivers. IP multicast is a technology 

used to send the same data packet to a group of interested receivers over an IP network 

infrastructure or Internet. Senders send their data to a multicast IP destination address, and 

receivers express an interest in receiving traffic destined for such an address. The network then 

figures out how to get the data from senders to receivers. If both the sender and receiver for a 

multicast group are on the same local broadcast subnet, then the routers do not need to be 

involved in the process, and communication can take place directly. If, however, the sender and 

receiver are on different subnets, then a multicast routing protocol needs to be involved in 

setting up multicast forwarding state on the tree between the sender and the receivers [5]. 

Further details regarding IP multicasting can found in [6]. Multicast is more efficient than 

broadcast, because broadcast packets have to be received by everyone on the local link. Each OS 

takes an interrupt, and passes the packet on for inspection, which normally involves some data 

copies. In multicast, the network card doesn't listen to these multicast packets unless it has been 

told to do so [40]. 

 

1.2.2 HISTORY OF IP MULTICAST 
 

The history of IP multicast [6] goes back to 1980 when the idea was first proposed by Steve 

Deering, a Ph.D. student at Stanford [7] University California. Steve was working on a distributed 

operating system project together with his advisor, David Cheriton. This distributed operating 

system was called Vsystem [7], and was composed of several computers tied together in a 

loosely coupled multiprocessing system via a single Ethernet segment. The computers on this 

Ethernet segment worked together, and communicated at the operating system level via special 

messages sent on the common Ethernet segment. One of the operating system primitives 

permitted one computer to send a message to a group of other computers on the local Ethernet 

segment using a MAC-layer multicast. 

 

As the project progressed, the need arose to add more computers to the multiprocessing system. 

Unfortunately, the only available computers were on the other side of the campus with 

production routers between the two networks. Consequently the graduate students had to 

extend the operating system’s inter-process communications to work at layer 3 of the OSI 

reference model so that the computers on the other side of the campus could function as part of 
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the loosely coupled multiprocessor system. In addition, the MAC-layer multicast messaging 

would also have to be extended to work at layer 3. After studying OSPF and RIP routing 

protocols, Steve concluded that the link-state mechanisms of the OSPF could be extended to 

support multicasting. He also concluded that the basic mechanism of RIP could be used as the 

basis for a new distance vector-based multicast routing protocol. This idea led to more research 

into the area of IP multicasting and ultimately in Steve Deering’s doctoral thesis “Multicast 

Routing in a Datagram Network,” published in December 1991. 

 

1.2.3 MULTICAST ROUTING PROTOCOLS 

Routers execute a multicast routing protocol to define delivery paths that enable the forwarding 
of multicast packets across a network. A multicast routing protocol is responsible for the 
construction of multicast packet delivery trees, and performing multicast packet forwarding.  
Today, two approaches have been adopted for determining the multicast routing trees: 
 

 Group-shared tree. In the group-shared tree approach, only a single routing tree is 
constructed for the entire multicast group 

 Source-based trees. In a source-based approach, an individual routing tree is 
constructed for each sender in the multicast group 
 

Algorithms used by multicast routing protocols are: Flooding, Spanning Tree, Reverse Path 
Broadcasting (RPB), Truncated Reverse Path Broadcasting (TRPB), Reverse Path Multicasting 
(RPM) and Core-Based Trees. A detailed study of each algorithm, its operation and limitations is 
available on [39]. There are mainly two types of multicast routing protocols: 
 

 Dense-mode protocols, where traffic from a new multicast source is delivered to all 
possible receivers, and then subnets where there are no members request to be pruned 
from the distribution tree. Examples of dense-mode protocols are DVMRP [30] and PIM 
Dense Mode [31]. 

 Sparse-mode protocols, where explicit control messages are used to ensure that traffic is 
only delivered to the subnets where there are interested receivers. Examples of Sparse-
mode include PIM Sparse Mode [32], CBT [33], and MOSPF [34]. 

 

Multicast routing has the following advantages: 
 

 less bandwidth is used to distribute audio, video to many users at a time; 
 routers processing load is shared among  downstream routers; 
 helps in avoiding network congestion. 

 
Some of the multicast applications include: 
 

 video conferencing; 
 video on demand; 
 stock exchange financial data distribution. 

 
A multicast address specifies an arbitrary group of IP hosts that have joined the group and wish 
to receive data sent to this group. There are multicast addresses in layer 2 and layer 3 of the OSI 
reference model. For detailed IP Multicast address information, please read [8]. In Chapter 2, 
PIM Sparse-mode is discussed in more detail. 
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1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

This research project will study open-source multicast routing in general, and evaluate an open- 

source multicast router in specific.  A high-performing open-source multicast router is installed, 

and configured for multicast routing in a testbed environment. Open-source router is configured 

for triple-play services in live testbed. The routers provide quality-of-service for packets 

according to the traffic profile. 

 

Main objectives of this project include: 

 To install, test, and evaluate a high-performing open-source multicast router on a 

Debian Linux server 

  A testbed of open-source-based multicast routers  

 Configure the open-source router for triple-play service at 1Gbps speed 

 Stability of the open-source router in a production network 

 Encourage Internet service providers to deploy open-source based routers in 

production networks. 

1.4 RESEARCH MOTIVATION 
 

The motivation behind this thesis rose after my communications system design project course 

where we worked around open-source routers for African national and educational networks. 

During my CSD project [9] we tested and evaluated open-source routers for unicast routing. To 

further continue my research of open-source routing, this thesis project is done where open-

source multicast routing is evaluated using XORP [10] routing software on Debian Linux server. 

This will encourage network service providers to deploy open-source routers in production 

networks. 

1.5 METHODOLOGY 
 

To accomplish its main goals, the research was conducted in a practical environment where a 
testbed was created consisting of open-source multicast routers. The testbed was connected to 
the Borderlight AB production network and, is acting like a real production network. The thesis 
work consists of two main activities: 
 

1. Literature study and testbed creating 
 

 Literature study of different open-source routing solutions  
 XORP routing stack features study and installation guide for Linux 
 Installation of XORP routing software on a Debian Linux server 
 Testbed consisting of open-source multicast routers 

 

2. Tests Execution 
 

 Plan multicast routing tests  
 Running  multiple tests using multicast routers testbed 
 Collect data from tests and observe routing behavior of the routers 

 Compile the results  
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1.6 THESIS OUTLINE 
 

The thesis comprises six chapters. Chapter one is an introduction, where open-source routing 
and multicast routing is discussed in detail. In Chapter two, XORP routing stack is introduced 
and PIM-SM multicast routing is explained. Chapter three presents high performing hardware 
for an open-source router, and XORP software installation guide for a Debian Linux distribution. 
Chapter four explains the testbed configuration. Chapter five discusses the testbed evaluation of 
the open-source multicast router. Finally, Chapter six concludes this thesis by summarizing the 
findings and providing ideas for future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE XORP ROUTING PLATFORM AND THE PIM-SM PROTOCOL 

2.1  XORP ROUTING PLATFORM 
 

XORP is an extensible open-source routing platform which provides a fully featured platform 

that implements IPv4 and IPv6 routing protocols and a unified platform to configure them. It is 

the only open-source platform to offer an integrated multicast capability. XORP's modular 

architecture allows rapid introduction of new protocols, features and functionality, including 

support for custom hardware and software forwarding [10]. XORP, when installed on a Linux 

machine, becomes a high-performing router for unicast, as well multicast routing. The latest 

release of XOPR to date is 1.6 and can be easily downloaded from the XORP website [10]. A select 

of routing and management protocols that XORP supports include: RIP, RIPng, OSPFv2, OSPFv3, 

BGP, IGMPv1, IGPMv2, IGPMv3, MLDv1, MLDv2, PIM-SMv2 and SNMP. 

 

2.2 PIM SPARSE MODE 
 

The Protocol Independent Multicast-Sparse Mode (PIM-SM) routing protocol is a multicast 

routing protocol designed on the assumption that recipients for any particular multicast group 

will be sparsely distributed throughout the network. In other words, it is assumed that most 

subnets in the network will not want any given multicast packet. In order to receive multicast 

data, routers must explicitly tell their upstream neighbors about their interest in particular 

groups and sources. Routers use PIM Join and Prune messages to join and leave multicast 

distribution trees [11]. 

 

PIM-SM is a protocol for efficiently routing to multicast groups that may span wide-area (WAN 

and inter-domain) internets. PIM-SM is not dependent on any particular unicast routing 

protocol, and is designed to support sparsely populated groups. PIM-SM uses the traditional IP 

multicast model of receiver-initiated membership, supports both shared and shortest-path trees, 

and uses soft-state mechanisms to adapt to changing network conditions. PIM-SM can use the 

route information that any routing protocol enters into the multicast Routing Information Base 

(RIB) [12]. 

 

The PIM-SM routing protocol by default uses shared trees, which are multicast distribution trees 

rooted at some selected node (in PIM domain, this router is called the Rendezvous Point, or RP) 

and used by all sources sending to the multicast group. To send to the RP, sources must 

encapsulate data in PIM control messages, and send it by unicast to the RP. This is done by the 

source's Designated Router (DR), which is a router on the source's local network. A single DR is 

elected from among all PIM routers on a network, so that unnecessary control messages are not 

sent.  

 

PIM-SM also supports the use of source-based trees, in which a separate multicast distribution 

tree is built for each source sending data to a multicast group. Each tree is rooted at a router 
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adjacent to the source, and sources send data directly to the root of the tree. Source-based trees 

enable the use of Source-Specific Multicast (SSM), which allows hosts to specify the source from 

which they wish to receive data, as well as the multicast group they wish to join. With SSM, a 

host identifies a multicast data stream with a source and group address pair (S, G), rather than 

by group address alone (*, G) 

 

One of the important requirements of PIM Sparse Mode is the ability to discover the address of a 

RP for a multicast group using a shared tree. Various RP discovery mechanisms are used, 

including static RP configuration, Bootstrap Router, Auto-RP, Anycast RP, and Embedded RP. 

 

PIM-SM is a soft-state protocol. That is, the time PIM-SM stays in a particular state is timer 

controlled, and can only be prolonged by certain control messages. In particular, to keep a "join" 

state, all PIM Join messages are periodically retransmitted. 

 

Version 1 of PIM-SM was created in 1995, but was never standardized by the IETF. Today it is 

considered obsolete. Version 2 of PIM-SM was standardized in RFC2117 [35] and updated by 

RFC2362 [36]. Version 2 is significantly different from, and incompatible with, version 1. 

However, there were a number of problems with RFC2362, and a new specification of PIM-SM 

version 2 is currently being produced by the IETF. There have been many implementations of 

PIM-SM, and it is widely used. The latest version of PIM-SM is described in RFC 4602 [13]. 

2.3 IGMP 

The Internet Group Management Protocol is a communications protocol used by IP hosts to get 

membership for multicast groups, and is an integral part of IP multicasting. IGMP can be used for 

online streaming video and gaming, and allows more efficient use of resources when supporting 

these types of applications. Routers use this protocol to discover if there are local receivers for a 

particular multicast group. 

 

The basic IGMP mechanism works as follows. When a multicast receiver joins a multicast group, 
it multicasts an IGMP join message onto the subnet on which it is joining. The local routers 
receive this join, and cause multicast traffic destined for the group to reach this subnet. 
Periodically, one of the local routers sends an IGMP Query message onto the subnet. If there are 
multiple multicast routers on the subnet, then one of them is elected as the sole querier for that 
subnet. In response to an IGMP query, receivers respond by refreshing their IGMP join. If the 
join is not refreshed in response to queries, then the state is removed, and multicast traffic for 
this group ceases to reach this subnet. 
 

IGMP is usually configured on router interfaces connecting end-user devices, and layer 2 

switches connecting end-user devices. XORP complies with the following standards for multicast 

group membership: 

RFC 2236 [37]: Internet Group Management Protocol, version 2 
RFC 3376 [38]: Internet Group Management Protocol, version 3 
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CHAPTER 3 

HIGH PERFORMING DEBIAN SERVER AND XORP INSTALLATION ON 

DEBIAN LINUX SERVER 

3.1 HIGH PERFORMING HARDWARE FOR DEBIAN LINUX SERVER 

Selecting a high-performing hardware for an open-source router is not easy and therefore 

requires some market study. Before selecting any system, it should be tested for the 

performance, the vendor has claimed in the product literature. Usually it’s a good start to look at 

some hardware recommendations by people who have been using Linux servers for throughput 

testing and packets forwarding. In our testbed, the hardware recommendation follows Bifrost 

Linux router hardware list. Therefore, the hardware for open-source multicast routers tested is 

quite selective and high-performing.  The hardware in testbed consists of Tyan [14] high-

performance motherboard with a single AMD® Opteron quad core processor [15]. Tyan 

motherboard model is Thunder n3600B (S2927) [16] and 2.0 GHz Quad-Core AMD Opteron (tm) 

Processor (2350 series). Network cards are Intel® Pro/1000 PT dual port Gigabit Ethernet [17] 

with PCI-E X4. The hardware components were assembled in a 4U rack-mounted ATX chassis. A 

server running Debian Linux (version "Lenny"[18]) was installed. 

 

3.2  INSTALLING XORP ON DEBIAN SEVER TO BUILD OPEN-SOURCE MULTICAST 

ROUTER 

3.2.1 INSTALLING XORP ON DEBIAN LINUX SERVER 

XORP can be installed on Dragon FlyBSD, NetBSD, OpenBSD, MacOS X (10.2 or later), and on 

Windows Server 2003. However for multicasting, kernel support is required which is not 

available in Microsoft windows and Mac OS.  Detailed installation guides for XORP is available on 

XORP’s website at [21], and for any specific OS installation please look at BUILD_NOTES in the 

top-level XORP source directory. After installing standard Debian server, I found a few other 

packages necessary for the successful compilation and installation of XORP routing software. 

Before starting the XORP installation, the packages gcc, libgcc, g++, ssh, make and OpenSSL 

should be installed.  Before installing OpenSSL, remove any existing copy of OpenSSL using the 

following commands, and also verify that there is no copy of OpenSSL. To keep it simple, please 

use the following commands to install the above packages: 
Root # aptitude install gcc 

Root # aptitude install libgcc 

Root # aptitude install g++ 

Root # aptitude install ssh 

Root # aptitude install sudo 

Root # aptitude install make  

// for Openssl please use the commands below 

Root#  aptitude remove openssl 

Root# rm –rf /usr/bin/openssl 

Root# which opensll 
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//now compile and install a new copy of openssl from source 

Root # cd /usr/src 

Root # wget http://www.openssl.org/source/openssl-0.9.8h.tar.gz 

Root # tar xzf openssl-0.9.8h.tar.gz 

Root # cd openssl-0.9.8h 

Root #./config --prefix=/usr 

Root # sudo make 

Root # sudo make test 

Root # sudo make install 

 

After completing the above lines, the Debian System is ready for XORP installation. Download 

XORP source from www.xorp.org website and extract it to a directory. Then follow the 

following instructions: 

//installation might take quite a long time depending on the speed 

of the system 

Root # cd xorp-1.6 

Root #./configure 

Root # make 

 

// to validate the installation please run 

Root # make check 

 

// validate check takes a long time but its good to see that 

everything is working 

3.2.2 RUNNING AND CONFIGURING XORP  

Running XORP after compiling from source is quite easy. There is a single XORP process that 

manages the whole XORP router - this is called xorp_rtrmgr (short for XORP Router Manager). 

The xorp_rtrmgr binary will be in the rtrmgr subdirectory [21].  xorp_rtrmgr will expect to find a 

configuration file in the same directory where it is installed. By default the configuration file is 

config.boot but you can use any file if you have any configuration file.  xorp_rtrmgr must be 

run as root. Typical command to run xorp_rtrmgr will be: 

 
Root # xorp_rtrmgr -d config-file.boot 

 
xorp_rtrmgr can also be started as process by using the –b option instead the  –d option  in the 
above command. After successfully running the xorp_rtrmgr, the XORP router has to be 
configured. You should create user group named xorp and make a user who should be a member 
of the xorp. There is command line tool xorpsh to configure the XORP router. Use the following 
commands: 
  
Xorp-user # cd /xorp/rtrmgr 

Xorp-user #./xorpsh   

 

// you will get the following prompt 

 

Xorp-router >  

 

From here you go to the configuration mode by writing configure and 

hit return 
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Xorp-router > configure 

Xorp-router #  

 
XORP uses a Juniper-like command style to configure the router. When you are in configuration 
mode, there are two ways to configure the XORP router. First, you can write commands one by 
one and configure the router, while in second; you can load an existing configuration file from a 
directory on the local machine. 
 
Xorp-router-name # load configuration-file-name 

 
If you need help, just type a question mark (?), and you will get information regarding command 
completion, supported commands and protocols etc. People having little experience from 
Juniper™ routers command line interface will find it easy to configure XORP router.  
 

3.3 THROUGHPUT TESTING OF SERVER HARDWARE FOR OPEN-SOURCE ROUTER 

To verify that the open-source multicast router can actually generate and route one gigabit 

Ethernet traffic, the Debian server is tested before multicast routing performance tests. For 

traffic generation, a packet generation tool called pktgen is used that is available in Linux 

kernel. Pktgen is a high performance tool used to test the transmit process (TX) of a device 

driver and NIC. Pktgen can also be used to generate ordinary packets to test other network 

devices. Especially of interest is the use of pktgen to test routers or bridges which often also use 

the Linux network stack. Because pktgen is "in-kernel", it can generate high bandwidth and very 

high packet rates to load routers, bridges, or other network devices [19]. A research paper 

regarding Pktgen is available at [20]. 

 

A simple topology as shown in Figure 1 is created to check throughput of the hardware 

purchased for the multicast routers. The aim of this test is to check if the hardware in question 

can generate 1-GMbps load as well as packet forwarding by the Linux based XORP router. All the 

routers are running Debian Linux operating system as well as XORP open-source routing 

daemon. The routers are connected using a gigabit Ethernet link using UTP category 6 cables. 

RUT is Debian Linux based XORP router, LG1 and LG2 have the same configuration as RUT 

except for the number of network interface cards. 

 

RUT LG2

1 Gbps1 Gbps

LG1

RUT : Router Under Test

LG   : Load Generator  
Figure 1 : Throughput Lab Set Up 
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Pktgen is configured for generating packets of three different sizes. Traffic is sent full duplex 

utilizing gigabit Ethernet Link between the routers. Throughput, CPU loads, and Packet loss is 

measured during the tests which are summarized in the Table 1.  The speed of packet 

generation by LG1, LG2 and packets routing by RUT are reaching wire speed. The test also 

confirms that the hardware under test is high performing and suitable for the proposed open-

source multicast routers. 

 

 

Packet 
Size [bytes] Duplex 

Throughput 
[Mbps] 

CPU load  [%] Packet loss [%]  

 
400 

 
Full 954 5 0  

 
1000 

 
Full 976 5 0  

 
1500 

 
Full 984 7 0  

      

Table 1 

3.4 DHCP RELAY SERVICE ON DEBIAN LINUX SERVER 

The Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol is a service that runs at the application layer of the 

TCP/IP protocol stack to dynamically assign IP addresses and to allocate TCP/IP configuration 

information to DHCP clients. This includes subnet mask information, default gateway IP 

addresses, DNS IP addresses etc. Usually, the DHCP server and its client are on the same local 

area network, and require no special configurations. But, if there are multiple network segments, 

and the DHCP server is on another segment behind one or more routers, then we use DHCP relay 

service on routers to forward DHCP client’s broadcast information to the DHCP server. 

 

 In the lab setup for multicast routers, the DHCP relay agent is installed and configured on 

Debian Linux servers. The DHCP server from Borderlight AB production network is used by 

different DHCP clients in the lab to get IP addresses. Public IP addresses are used in the testbed. 
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CHAPTER 4 

TESTBED CONFIGURATION 

4.1 OVERVIEW 

The testbed configuration consisted of three XORP routers as shown in Figure 2. XORP router3 

was connected to Borderlight AB Cisco catalyst 6509-E Switch while XORP router2 and XORP 

router1 were connected to XORP router3. Routers in the testbed received TV streaming from 

Video streamers in the Borderlight AB network.  Differentiated services architecture (DSCP) was 

used to provide QoS for triple-play services in the testbed. 

4.2 XORP ROUTER FEATURES TESTED 

Unicast and Multicast routing: 

First of all, the basic unicast and multicast routing protocols supported by XORP were tested to 

confirm that the XORP routing stack works and that there is no problem with other proprietary 

vendors like Cisco etc. OSPF and PIMSM protocols were configured for testing. 

 

PIMSM RP discovery: 

PIMSMv2 protocol Rendezvous Point discovery mechanism was used to verify the operational 

behavior of XORP PIMSM implementations. Both static RP configurations and Bootstrap Router 

were used during the tests. 

 

Standard TV Streaming: 

SDTV video streaming was used to check the multicast routing, and view different TV channels 

using IPTV set top boxes and TV screens. 

 

High Definition TV streaming: 

HDTV video streaming was used to check the multicast routing, and view different HDTV 

channels using IPTV set top boxes and HDTV screens. 

 

BGP full internet routing: 

XORP router3 was peered for Internal BGP connection with Borderlight AB Cisco Catalyst 6509-

E Switch to get full internet routes, and checked how it behaves alongside multicast TV 

streaming. 

 

QoS and Triple Play services: 

XORP routers were configured with differentiated services, and to provide bandwidth resources 

for triple-play services in the network. Three different traffic classes, namely, voice, video and 

Internet, are defined. Triple-play services are tested in a live testbed. 

4.3 HARDWARE IN THE TESTBED 

The hardware used in the testbed consisted of the following equipment: 

 3 Rack mounted Servers with Tayan®  Thunder n3600B boards, Single AMD®  Opteron 

2.0 GHz processors, 4GB RAM 
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 3 Intel®  Pro/1000 PT dual port Gigabit Ethernet with PCI-EX4 network adapters 

 8 Motorola ® VIP 1910-9 IPTV HD boxes 

 2 3Com® 9 port LAN switches 

 1 Linksys® PAP2 VoIP telephone box 

 1 Analog Telephone set 

 1 Philips®  High Definition TV screen 

 1 Laptop Computer 

 1 Stationary PC 

 

Each XORP router has one Intel Pro/1000 PT dual port Ethernet adapter. There was Gigabit 

Ethernet connectivity between XORP router1 and router3, and between XORP router2 and 

router3. XORP router3 was connected to Cisco Catalyst 6509-E using Gigabit Ethernet link. All 

the links used category 6 UTP cable. The link between the routers was checked for reliability and 

throughput using traffic generators. The testbed was using Ethernet technology for 

communications between the routers. 

 

Two 3Com switches were connected to XORP router1 and router2 through a gigabit uplink port. 

The rest of the eight ports in the 3Com switch were used to connect IPTV set-top boxes and 

Linksys SPAs and Workstation PC in the way shown in the topology diagram. 

 

4.4 DEBIAN OPERATING SYSTEM AND XORP ROUTING SOFTWARE 

The Debian Linux distribution was selected for the XORP routing software installation. There 

were many reasons we decided to use Debian-based server as XORP router, for example Debian 

supports a large variety of hardware and software that is usable for building general-purpose 

XORP routers. . To build an XORP router with Debian makes the router design quite flexible, 

especially when considering that there are more than 25000 free packages available for 

download. To learn more about Debian Linux distribution please refer to [18]. Three standard 

Debian Linux servers have been installed on the aforementioned hardware, which is quite 

powerful in case of performance and speed.  

  
The XORP routing software is installed on top of the Debian Linux server and thus makes a high-

performing unicast and multicast router. XORP is open-source routing software freely available 

from its website [10].  

 

4.5 QOS IN LINUX 

QoS is a method of providing other than best-effort service for selected traffic types. QoS 

provides a method for determining which traffic should be given priority in a network segment. 

For example, in a network with bulk/e-mail/web and VoIP traffic, VoIP traffic is given priority 

over bulk traffic. Therefore QoS is essential in such situations. QoS is provided in the Linux 

kernel using IP tables. Linux kernel provides bandwidth management functionality compatible 

to high-end (dedicated) hardware solution. Linux does offer bandwidth management capability 

with TC command-line utility, with IPtables. Various ways exists to configure QoS in Linux, but in 

this project, IP DSCP marking and TC are used to provide QoS requirements for triple-play 

services in the testbed.  
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Figure 2: Generic topology of the testbed 
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CHAPTER 5 

MULTICAST ROUTER PERFORMANCE TESTS 

5 TESTING OVERVIEW 

The performance tests presented in this chapter were designed to check different multicast 

operational aspects of an open-source, Linux based XORP multicast router.  Some of the test 

scenarios were related to XORP PIM-SM test suite available on XORP website [10] where 

different tests have been designed to check XORP router PIM-SM implementations. Most of the 

tests were conducted to verify and check the multicast and unicast routing behavior of XORP 

router in a production-like environment, running triple-play services with quality of service for 

three different traffic classes. Over all, tests were targeted to check the performance and stability 

of an open-source multicast router. Each test was conducted to cover different feature of a 

multicast router. Further configuration-related information is available in the XORP user manual 

which can be freely downloaded from the XORP website [10]. 

5.1 BASIC ROUTER FEATURES TEST 

5.1.1 PURPOSE 

In this test, the open-source router was checked for basic router features like IP unicast, IP 

multicast routing and forwarding. 

5.1.2 DISCUSSION 

Any device claiming to be a router has to be able to forward IP packets and take routing 

decisions based on IP-routing parameters. Normally, all routers do not support both unicast as 

well multicast routing.  Main unicast and multicast routing protocols include: OSPF, RIP, BGP, 

PIMSM, and IGMP. Therefore this test was designed to check XORP open-source routers for the 

above stated features. 

5.1.3 TEST SCENARIO  

Three XORP routers were connected to each other through UTP category 6 cables using gigabit 

Ethernet. The XORP router3 was connected to a Borderlight AB Cisco Catalyst 6509-E switch for 

getting routes from the live network.  OSPFv2 and PIM-SMv2 routing protocols were configured 

on all the routers in the testbed. For group membership, IGMPv2 was configured on all 

interfaces of each router. The ping command was used to check connectivity between the XORP 

routers and the Cisco router. All the routers were configured to be part of the same OSPF area 0 

which is also called the backbone area. Routers share all the routes in the OSPF domain. PIM-

SMv2 protocol was configured to share multicast routing information with PIM-SMv2 neighbors 

in the network. The IP addressing scheme is not revealed due to a company security policy.  
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                  Routing Domain

                  OSPF

                  PIM-SM

        

XORP router3 XORP router1

1Gbps

1 Gbps1 Gbps

XORP router2

Cisco 6509-E Switch

 

Figure 3: Basic topology setup 

5.1.4 VERIFYING CONFIGURATION 

Understanding certain commands in router configurations could be very handy and save 

valuable time while troubleshooting network-related problems. Therefore show commands will 

be used to check and verify OSPF and PIMSM routing information. The XORP show commands 

can both be used at user mode or at user privileged mode.  XORP has the following show 

commands to obtain various OSPF and PIM-SM configuration settings. 

 

#show ospf4 database         // display OSPF routing table entries 

#show ospf4 neighbor        // display OSPF neighbors to the router 

#show pim interface       //information about PIM network interfaces 

#show pim neighbors      // information about PIM neighbor routers 

#show pim join       //information about PIM multicast routing state 

#show pim mrib  //information about PIM multicast routing 

information base 

#show igmp group
1
   //display information about IGMP group membership 

 

5.1.5 RESULTS 

After having successfully configured and verified the configuration, I could ping from router1 to 

router2 and back. All the routers were sharing IP routes. XORP routers have full OSPF routing 

table from Cisco 6500-E catalyst switch. PIM-SM routing worked fine, and thus, this test 

confirmed the basic routing features expected from a router. 

                                                           
1
 Please read appendix A for more information regarding output of this command 
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5.1.6 CONCLUSION 

This initial testing gave satisfactory results. OSPF and PIM-SM routing protocols were configured 

on XORP routers.  The XORP routers obtained routes from the Cisco router in OSPF routing 

domain. PIM-SM multicast routing between Cisco router and XORP open-source routers worked 

without any problem. Static RP options were used for PIM-SM routing. OSPF and PIM-SM routing 

were working fine. Therefore, it is concluded that XORP routers seems to be an attractive 

alternative to proprietary routers. 

 

5.2 RENDEZVOUS POINT (RP) DISCOVERY IN PIM-SM DOMAIN USING 

BOOTSTRAP MECHANISM 

5.2.1 PURPOSE 

The purpose of this test was to verify RP discovery among XORP Multicast routers using 

Bootstrap mechanism.  

5.2.2 DISCUSSION 

PIM-SM routers need to know the address of the RP for each group for which they have 

subscribers. Therefore, the routers need to have some sort of mechanism to share RP 

information among them in a PIM-SM domain. An XORP router support RP configuration in two 

different ways: static configuration and RP selection using Bootstrap Router (BSR). Bootstrap 

mechanism makes the RP selection automatic, using an election method between the routers 

wishing to be the RP in PIM-SM routing domain. PIM-SM uses a Rendezvous Point (RP), to 

connect source and receivers. There can only be one RP per multicast group, and the simplest 

case uses one RP for all the multicast groups. Static RP configuration is quite simple, therefore in 

the follow scenario, only Bootstrap mechanism has been configured and tested. 

5.2.3 TEST SCENARIO  

The XORP routers were connected as shown in  

Figure 4. Different parameters were configured on XORP Open-source routers for Bootstrap 

router election as well as RP selection. On XORP router3, the RP parameters were configured so 

that it became BSR router and later elected as RP for this multicast domain as shown in the 

figure. The Bootstrap mechanism in the PIM-SM configuration of XORP involves two things: 

 
1. Candidate BSR priority values 

2. RP candidate priority values 

Increasing the priority-value parameters increase the chance to become BSR router or RP for the 

specified scope-zone. The configurations of the XORP routers are quite straightforward; entering 

a few commands, and it is done. 

 

VERIFYING CONFIGURATION 
The following show commands were used to verify the bootstrap router configuration, and RP 

information shared by the XORP routers is displayed. 
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#show pim bootstrap // display bootstrap information on local router 

#show pim bootstrap rps // display information about RP candidate 

information received by the Bootstrap mechanism 

#show pim rps    //display RP candidate RP set information 

#show pim scope //display information about PIM scope zone 

 

 

     

OSPF

  PIMSM

        

XORP router3

1 Gbps1 Gbps

XORP router2 XORP router1
 

 

Figure 4: RP selection using BSR mechanism 

5.2.4 RESULTS 

The configuration worked fine. All the routers had the right information and got the expected 

results. In this case, XORP router3 was supposed to be elected as both BSR router as well as RP 

for this multicast routers testbed. Therefore it was confirmed that XORP routers could be 

configured to elect RP router using bootstrap mechanism. 

5.2.5 CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this test was to see whether the XORP-based, open-source PC router could be 

configured with a Bootstrap mechanism and elect RP router for the specified multicast scope 

zone. The results of the above testing and verifications show that indeed XORP-based routers 

support the bootstrap mechanism for RP selection as required for PIM-SM protocol defined in 

draft-ietf-pim-sm-bsr-03. 

5.3 VIDEO STREAMING IN ROUTERS TESTBED 

5.3.1 PURPOSE 

This test was used to show a simple scenario for video streaming in the network using XORP 

open-source multicast routers. 
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5.3.2 DISCUSSION 

Video streaming in a network requires a video streamer or a server computer where some sort 

of player is used to stream video on the network. To reach video to the end receivers requires, 

the routers to support multicast routing and IGMP support. Multicast routing for XORP has been 

shown in the preceding test. 

5.3.3 TEST SCENARIO  

XORP routers were connected in the same way as in the preceding tests except a video 

streaming server which was connected to router3. There were two video clients directly 

connected to router1 and router2. Router3 was configured to be RP for the PIM-SM domain.VLC 

player was used to stream video in the network. VLC [41] is a cross-platform source multimedia 

framework, player and server. VLC player was used on client machines to receive video. IGMP 

and PIM-SM routing was configured on routers in the testbed as shown in Figure 5.  

 

 

XORP router3

1 Gbps

XORP router2 XORP router1

RP

Streaming server

1 Gbps

Video Client Video Client  
 

Figure 5:  Video streaming in the testbed 

 

5.3.4 VERIFYING CONFIGURATION 

By using show commands for PIM-SM in XORP routers, it was confirmed that our configuration 

worked fine, and both PIM join and IGMP group membership messages could be seen flowing in 

the network. 
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5.3.5 RESULTS 

Client computers were able to receive a video stream from the server. This indeed demonstrates 

that video streaming worked well. The video quality was identical to the one being transmitted 

by the video server. Finally, we obtained the desired results from multicast routers. 

5.3.6 CONCLUSION 

From the above results, it can be concluded that the XORP routers in the testbed work fine for 

multicast video streaming. Thus, our conclusion becomes that the XORP PIM-SM routing can 

indeed be used for video streaming in a network. 

 

5.4 STANDARD AND HIGH DEFINITION TV STREAMING FROM LIVE 

NETWORK 

5.4.1 PURPOSE 

The purpose of this test was to check Standard and High definition TV streaming in the testbed 

from live streamers in a production network. 

5.4.2 DISCUSSION 

TV streaming has become quite popular due to broadband internet services, and a large number 

of service providers are offering Standard and High Definition TV channels to their subscribers. 

Customers watch TV channels using IPTV set-top boxes. To this end, internet routers have to be 

quite efficient and reliable to handle IPTV and web traffic on the same link. 

 

5.4.3 TEST SCENARIO  

This scenario was an advanced version of Test 5.3.  Here the router3 was connected to a Cisco 

catalyst 6509-E switch using a gigabit Ethernet link. The testbed was fed with live TV from the 

Borderlight production network.  Cisco catalyst 6509-E switch was acting as the RP for multicast 

routing and all the routers were in OSPF area 0. Two 3Com 8-port access switches were 

connected to router1 and router2. Further, four IPTV set-top boxes were connected to each of 

the 3Com switches as shown in the Figure 6. Two types of TV channels were tested: Standard 

and High definition TV channels. To be able to check the stability and reliability of the routers, 

the test ran for approximately two weeks. 
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Figure 6: Live SD and HD TV streaming in the testbed 

 

5.4.4 VERIFYING CONFIGURATION 

To verify the configurations in multicast routers, different show commands were used, to check 

routing table’s entries. The Ping command was used to check connectivity between the routers, 

and everything looked fine. Static RP configuration on XORP open-source routers worked 

perfectly well with the Cisco 6509-E Catalyst Switch. The configurations for the routers can be 

found in Appendix B.  

5.4.5 RESULTS 

In two steps, eight standard and high definition IPTV channels were tested. In both the tests, the 

XORP-based open-source routers performed well, and had no problem handling video streams; 

not even when the traffic load was increased. The two-week test showed a similar result. The 

boot image loading on the set-top boxes was quite fast. Channel changing on the TV screen 

response was also done without any extraordinary delay. In this test, Router3 was forwarding 

200Mbps of IPTV traffic, alongside BGP full routing table. Due to resources limitation, only eight 
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TV channels could be tested at one time in the lab. When watching eight high definition TV 

channels, CPU load for Router3 was 5%. This means, that the routers can scale to quite many 

channels. Over all, the open-source multicast routers were doing their job perfectly ok. 

5.4.6 CONCLUSION 

Watching TV channels on a high definition TV screen by itself confirms that open-source 

multicast routers were doing the same task as their proprietary counterparts. Picture quality 

was the same as if seen in a production network for residential apartments. Thus, the conclusion 

is that the open-source multicast routers are indeed able to support video streaming in a quite 

reliable and stable way. 

 

5.5 BGP4 ROUTING TEST IN THE TESTBED 

5.5.1 PURPOSE 

The purpose of this test was to check BGP4 routing support and stability of the XORP open- 

source router. 

5.5.2 DISCUSSION 

The Border Gateway Protocol is the de facto exterior gateway routing protocol in the Internet 

today. The XORP routing stack supports BGP4+ which means the core BGP-4 protocol, 

complemented with the multiprotocol extensions needed to route IPv6 traffic and to keep 

unicast and multicast routing information separate. The XORP BGP supports both route reflector 

and confederations.  

5.5.3 TEST SCENARIO  

The BGP test scenario was the same as the one used in the previous test (cf., Figure 6). IBGP peer 

relationship was configured between the Cisco 6509-E Catalyst Switch, and the XORP router3. 

Router3 obtained full internet routing table from the Cisco Switch which were more than 300 

000 routes at that time. The BGP configuration in XORP router was quite simple and pretty 

straightforward, and was done in a way similar to how it is done in Cisco and Juniper routers. 

The Cisco 6509-E Catalyst Switch was configured to be route reflector. 

5.5.4 VERIFYING CONFIGURATION 

Different show commands were used to check BGP peers and routing table entries. The 

following commands were used to verify the configuration.  

 
#show bgp peers //display useful information about BGP peer 

#show bgp peers detail //display detailed information about BGP peer 

#show bgp routes      //display BGP routing table entries 

5.5.5 RESULTS 

The BGP configuration was successful and we had indeed a BGP peer relation. Router3 

successfully got all the routing table entries from the Cisco 6509-E Catalyst Switch. A full routing 

table sharing between the routers took around five minutes. The CPU and memory utilization 
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were checked during and after full BGP routes were loaded in the XOPR open-source router. 

Around 80% CPU usage was metered on XORP router3 when loading the routing table from the 

BGP peer, but eventually it decreased to only 3%. Memory utilization was between 6% and 7%. 

Linux top command was used to check CPU and memory information. The BGP routing test ran 

for a month to check the stability of the protocol and the router itself. After one month of 

continuous operation, the BGP connection was still up and running, something we take as a 

confirmation of the routing stability. 

5.5.6 CONCLUSION 

The test demonstrates that BGP routing by XORP open-source routers is stable and reliable. 

Therefore, it is believed that XORP open-source routers could indeed be used for BGP routing in 

a production network. 

 

5.6 QOS IN OPEN-SOURCE MULTICAST ROUTER 

5.6.1 PURPOSE 

The purpose of this test was to evaluate the support for Differentiated Services in an XORP open-
source multicast router. 

5.6.2 DISCUSSION 

QoS support is essential when running multiple services on a single link. The Linux operating 

systems has support for QoS in its kernel. Various network flows have different QoS 

requirements, for example VOIP traffic requires low latency and low packet loss while video 

traffic requires more bandwidth but is less sensitive to packet loss.  

 

5.6.3 TEST SCENARIO  

The testbed used in this test was the same as the one used in the video streaming Test 5.3. QoS 

was configured on all interfaces of routers 1, 2 and 3 in both incoming and outgoing directions. 

For DSCP marking, a mangle table [22] from IP tables in Linux kernel was used. Bandwidth 

allocation was done using Hierarchal Token Bucket (HTB) [23] queue scheme in Linux. 

Commands used in this test to configure QoS in open-source are given in Appendix C. VoIP traffic 

used Expedited Forwarding Per-Hop Behavior (PHB). Video traffic used Assured Forwarding 

and the remaining traffic was classified as best-effort traffic. Packets marking was done based on 

transport layer UDP port number. HTB queue was used to assign interface bandwidth to three 

different traffic classes. Bandwidth allocation includes; 10 to 100 Mbps for VIOP, 500 to 700 

Mbps for Video traffic, and 490 to 700 Mbps for bulk traffic.  First value in the range corresponds 

to confirmed bandwidth while the second value was the maximum bandwidth that a traffic class 

could use if there was any free bandwidth available. 

 

5.6.4 VERIFYING CONFIGURATION 

Packet classifications and marking were verified using an open-source packet analyzer tool, 

Wireshark [24]. Iperf was used to check the bandwidth allocation to the three traffic classes. 
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Iperf [25] is an open-source client-server tool used to check the available bandwidth between 

the client and server, using either TCP or UDP protocol depending on configuration. Router2 was 

configured as client while Router1 was configured as Iperf server.  Iperf traffic was generated for 

the best effort traffic and the available bandwidth was measured between the client and server 

routers. Using UDP ports for VoIP, and Video traffic, Iperf tests were repeated for bandwidth 

configurations. 

5.6.5 RESULTS 

The preliminary results of this test were quite interesting. The implementation of Differentiated 
Services worked well in XORP multicast routers. 

5.6.6 CONCLUSION 

XORP open-source router has QoS features and can prioritize network flows. QoS was configured 

using the Linux kernel inherent queuing and packet manipulation capabilities. The QoS tool in 

the XORP router uses IPtables for applying different prioritization rules. Therefore, in the above 

test, different configurations were checked to prioritize flows for QoS requirements, and 

bandwidth reservations. The traffic prioritization rules were applied to the network interface 

cards in the router. It is concluded that QoS configuration works well when configured in XORP 

open-source routers. 

 

5.7 RUNNING TRIPLE PLAY SERVICES IN THE TESTBED 
 

5.7.1 PURPOSE  

The purpose of this test was to run triple-play services in the testbed without compromising 

quality-of-service requirements.  

5.7.2 DISCUSSION 

The current generations of routers are capable of providing triple-play services in a network. 

Therefore, it should be an integral part of an open-source router to support triple-play services, 

if it is to be used by the service providers in a production network. This test was conducted to 

evaluate using XORP-based open-source routers for triple-play services. 

 

5.7.3 TEST SCENARIO 

The test scenario was the same as the one shown in Figure 2. The telephone, IPTV boxes and the 

workstation PC were connected to the routers using a switch. All the devices were assigned IP 

addresses through a DHCP server. IPTV boxes were getting their boot images and TV channels 

package information from the Borderlight AB live network. The telephone was connected to a 

Linksys SPA2102 which had two POTS. For SIP services, Borderlight production SIP was used. 

Open- source routers were configured for QoS. The routers classify packets on arriving or 

leaving the ingress interfaces. QoS configurations and commands are given in appendix B.  
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5.7.4 VERIFYING THE SERVICES 

Unlike Test 5.6, the QoS configurations were verified by using the actual service rather than 

generated traffic. First, the telephone service was verified by calling a mobile number. The 

telephone worked fine in both directions, and there was no problem with voice quality. Next, 

multiple IPTV boxes were started for different TV channels to verify how many High Definition 

channels can be simultaneously run utilizing the configured bandwidth. One high definition 

channel normally requires 24 Mbps bandwidth. In this test, 100Mbps bandwidth was reserved 

for IPTV traffic which was sufficient for four high definition TV channels. When the number of 

high definition TV channels was increased to five, the TV channel’s quality dropped considerably 

due to low bandwidth which is a confirmation of the service quality. Internet service was 

verified by running the TP [26] test on the Bredbandskollen [27] website. 

5.7.5 RESULTS 

All the three services were running and tested in parallel. There was no interference between 

different traffic flows. Telephone, IPTV channels and best-effort worked fine. The number of TV 

channels was increased in order to check the service quality, and bandwidth allocations. 

5.7.6 CONCLUSION 

This test was designed to check the open-source router’s capabilities when it was configured to 

provide a triple-play service in a production-like environment. Differentiated services were 

configured to fulfill the bandwidth requirements of each traffic class. The results indicate that a 

triple-play network could be built with XORP open-source routers. 

 

5.8 XORP ROUTER MONITORING AND REMOTE ACCESS  
 

Monitoring and remote access to a router is very important in production networks for fault 

detection, device management, and configuration. Remote access is used to reach the router in a 

large network where console access to the router is not feasible. 

 

SNMP is one of the power full tools to manage and monitor any networked system or computers. 

SNMP is supported by XORP routers in two forms. Either compiled with XORP or installed as a 

Debian standard package. Currently XORP does not support all SNMP MIBs so it’s therefore good 

to install it as a Debian package. 

 

Two remote access features were tested to reach XORP multicast router in the testbed during 

our tests: 

1. Telnet 

Telnet was the first remote access utility used in the testbed to reach the XORP multicast 

routers. Telnet gives access to command-line interface on XORP routers. When accessed 

through telnet, it is possible to configure a router or upload a configuration file. Telnet 

daemon is installed by default in Debian Linux distribution, but it needs to be activated. 

The following changes were done to activate telnet service in Debian Linux operating 

system. 
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# cd /etc //cd as root to etc directory 

# vi inetd.conf // edit inetd.conf file and uncomment line 

containing telnetd 

 

After changing the above configuration, restart the telnet service using the command 
# /etc/init.d/telnetd retart    // this will restart the telnet 

deamon and telnet service is ready 

 

By successfully activating the telnet service, it was possible to login to the XORP 

multicast routers from remote locations. Telnet sends username and password in clear 

text; therefore, it was only used when the multicast routers were accessed from inside a 

firewall.  

 

2. SSH 

SSH stands for Secure Shell. SSH was the second utility used to access the multicast 

routers. SSH allows exchanging data between two devices using a secure channel. SSH 

being secure was used to access the XORP routers from outside the firewall. SSH works 

in client-server architecture. SSH daemon was installed on XORP multicast routers using 

the following commands: 
# apt-get install sshd // this command installs OpenBSD Secure 

Shell server in a Debian Linux. 

# cd /etc/ssh  //enter ssh directory 

# vi sshd_conf //edit sshd_conf file and disable root login, 

password authentication options so that only a user with valid 

RSA keys can login to the router. 

# /etc/init.d/ssh restart // restart ssh daemon to activate the 

changes made 

 

Putty [40], an open-source SSH client application was installed on the laptop computer. 

An RSA public/private keys were generated using Putty. Public key was copied to the 

SSH server directory in multicast router while private key remained in the laptop 

computer. Only user with valid keys could access the routers. 

5.8.1 MONITORING 

XORP multicast routers were monitored using Nagios software and SNMP protocol. In our 
testbed, Nagios was installed on a workstation using a tutorial, and scripts from my CSD project 
available at [28]. Username and password for downloading the scripts are “anonymous-osian” 
and password “anonymous-osian”. SNMP was installed and configured on multicast router using 
the following command: 
 
# apt-get install netsnmp // this command downloads and install 

NetSNMP in XORP router 

# vi /etc/snmp/snmpd.conf  // edit snmpd.conf file and set the 

public key string. 

 
This public key string was used in Nagios configurations to monitor interfaces on multicast 
router. Detailed information regarding Nagios can be found at [29]. 
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CHAPTER 6 

FINAL DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

Routers are the key components of IP packet networks. The need for high-performance 

switching and transmission equipment in the Internet keeps growing due to the increasing 

diffusion of information and communication technologies, and the deployment of new 

bandwidth-hungry applications and services such as audio and video streaming. 

 
In this document, a high performing open-source IP multicast router is evaluated for multicast 

routing and QoS configurations in a live testbed. The router is built from out-off-shelf PC 

hardware. For a high performing router, the PC hardware selection is a bit complex task. Not all 

PC hardware can forward packets as claimed by the vendor. Therefore, before installing XORP 

multicast routing software, the hardware in the testbed was tested for high-performance using 

traffic generation tools like Pktgen and DITG. 

 
An extensive test plan was prepared for the performance evaluation of the open-source router 

where a number of tests were included to check the multicast routing protocol operations and 

configurations in a live testbed. Some of the tests were designed to run for quite a long time to 

check the router’s stability and reliability during the operations. 

 

First of all, basic routing topology was configured to check if the open-source router can actually 

route packets as expected from production grade router. Only two protocols, OSPF and PIM-SM, 

were configured for routing and multicasting in the testbed. Both protocols worked fine and 

routing was stable. 

 

In the second test, the RP discover and the BSR election mechanisms were tested. Different 

configuration scenarios and parameters were configured. Bootstrap parameters were 

configured to automatically elect RP and BSR routers for the PIM-SM domain. Successful results 

confirmed that the bootstrap mechanism of XORP multicast works. 

 
In the third test, simple video streaming was done, where streaming server and receiver were 
both connected to the same testbed. VLC player was used both for sending as well as receiving 
the video streams. 
 
Test four was a type of real production test. In this test, the XORP router3 was connected to the 

Borderlight AB Cisco 6509-E Catalyst Switch for getting live production streaming in the 

network. Channel packages included both standard and high definition TV channels. Cisco 6509-

E Catalyst Switch was configured to be RP for the PIM-SM multicast routing. All the routers in 

the testbed had identical multicast routing table entries. Eight Motorola HDTV set-top boxes 

were used to TV channels. The stability of multicast routing was monitored. The HDTV tests 

considered eight contending TV channels. The CPU usage of the routers was less than 3%. This 

suggests that multicast routing by the XORP routers is quite stable and can support quite a large 

number of viewers at the same time.  

 
In the BGP routing protocol test, the XORP router’s BGP routing protocol stability and 
performance was tested.  
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Finally two tests were related to quality of service in XORP routers and using quality of service 
to provide triple-play service. The XORP routing stack does not support any sort of QoS 
mechanism, and relies on the underlying operating system support for QoS which in our case 
was Debian. IPtables were used to mark packets for DSCP values while HTB queue scheme were 
used to reserve bandwidth for different classes.    
 
 
Ease of management and remote access to a router is very important in a production network.  

Therefore, the XORP multicast router was checked for these functions alongside routing. Telnet 

and SSH were used for remote access to the routers in the testbed while SNMP was configured to 

monitor router’s availability and uptime. The Nagios open-source software was installed on 

Linux workstation to monitor the routers in testbed.  

 
This practical evaluation study found the XORP open-source multicast router quite reliable, and 

high-performing. Its functionality has been tested using a testbed where different network 

scenarios were created to perform “real live” tests on the routers. 

 

Different routers support features and functions were tested. The XORP open-source multicast 

router still has many features which need to be investigated and developed. The open-source 

network technology is gaining maturity and thanks to its high-performance and low cost, it will 

be a good routing choice of service providers in the near future.  

 

To conclude, multicast routing by XORP open-source router is quite mature. Multi-Protocol Label 

Switching should be developed. Firewall features in XORP open-source router needs to be tested 

in a production-like setup. The software installation is a bit time consuming task which should 

be  further investigated and improved so that it takes less time to install and build an open-

source multicast router based on XORP routing stack. Besides this, more SNMP MIB support 

should be added so that XORP router management through SNMP is made more practical. 

Interactive scripts needs to be written which can automate the installation of the software. 

Further, service providers are encouraged to use open-source routers in their production 

networks which can further help in testing and evaluation of the routers, and improve router’s 

performance. The researchers will get feedback from ISPs which will further strengthen the 

development of the open-source technology. 
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7 APPENDIX A 
 

Besides configured multicast group addresses, the following addresses are shown when show 

igmp group command is issued on XORP multicast router: 

 

224.0.0.2    This address shows, All routers on this subnet    

224.0.0.5    This address shows, AllSPFRouters address in OSPF 

224.0.0.6    This address shows OSPFIGP designated routers 

224.0.0.13  This  address shows All PIM routers 

224.0.0.22  This show IGMP version 3 

8 APPENDIX B 

8.1 QOS CONFIGURATIONS IN DEBIAN LINUX  

The following are commands used for router3 in the testbed as shown in the general topology 

diagram. Rest of the configurations on two routers is almost the same except the number of 

Ethernet interfaces change. Three different traffic classes marked with DSCP values of EF (46), 

AF31 and BE (0).  

 

For DSCP marking the following commands were issued on Linux machine under root privileges: 

 

iptables -t mangle -A FORWARD -p udp --dport 5060 -j DSCP --set-dscp-class EF 

iptables -t mangle -A FORWARD -m helper --helper sip -j DSCP --set-dscp-class EF 

iptables -t mangle -A FORWARD -p udp --dport 5510 -j DSCP --set-dscp-class AF31 

iptables -t mangle -A FORWARD -i eth0 -s 192.168.1.48/28 -j DSCP --set-dscp-class BE 

iptables -t mangle -A FORWARD -i eth0 -s 192.168.1.64/28 -j DSCP --set-dscp-class BE 

 

For bandwidth reservation on an Ethernet interface, the following commands were issued under 

root privileges: 

 

Eth0 on router3:  

tc qdisc add dev eth0 root handle 1:0 htb 

tc class add dev eth0 parent 1:0 classid 1:1 htb rate 1000mbit 

tc class add dev eth0 parent 1:1 classid 1:46 htb rate 10mbit ceil 100mbit 

tc class add dev eth0 parent 1:1 classid 1:26 htb rate 500mbit ceil 700mbit 

tc class add dev eth0 parent 1:1 classid 1:38 htb rate 490mbit ceil 700mbit 

 

tc filter add dev eth0 parent 1:0 protocol ip prio 1 u32 match ip tos 0x68 0xff flowid 1:26                                          

tc filter add dev eth0 parent 1:0 protocol ip prio 1 u32 match ip tos 0xb8 0xff flowid 1:46 

tc filter add dev eth0 parent 1:0 protocol ip prio 1 u32 match ip tos 0x0 0xff flowid 1:38 

 

Eth2 on router3: 

tc qdisc add dev eth2 root handle 1:0 htb 

tc class add dev eth2 parent 1:0 classid 1:1 htb rate 1000mbit 
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tc class add dev eth2 parent 1:1 classid 1:46 htb rate 10mbit ceil 100mbit 

tc class add dev eth2 parent 1:1 classid 1:26 htb rate 500mbit ceil 700mbit 

tc class add dev eth2 parent 1:1 classid 1:38 htb rate 490mbit ceil 700mbit 

 

tc filter add dev eth2 parent 1:0 protocol ip prio 1 u32 match ip tos 0x68 0xff flowid 1:26                                          

tc filter add dev eth2 parent 1:0 protocol ip prio 1 u32 match ip tos 0xb8 0xff flowid 1:46 

tc filter add dev eth2 parent 1:0 protocol ip prio 1 u32 match ip tos 0x0 0xff flowid 1:38 

Eth3 on router3: 

tc qdisc add dev eth3 root handle 1:0 htb 

tc class add dev eth3 parent 1:0 classid 1:1 htb rate 1000mbit 

tc class add dev eth3 parent 1:1 classid 1:46 htb rate 10mbit ceil 100mbit 

tc class add dev eth3 parent 1:1 classid 1:26 htb rate 500mbit ceil 700mbit 

tc class add dev eth3 parent 1:1 classid 1:38 htb rate 490mbit ceil 700mbit 

 

tc filter add dev eth3 parent 1:0 protocol ip prio 1 u32 match ip tos 0x68 0xff flowid 1:26                                          

tc filter add dev eth3 parent 1:0 protocol ip prio 1 u32 match ip tos 0xb8 0xff flowid 1:46 

tc filter add dev eth3 parent 1:0 protocol ip prio 1 u32 match ip tos 0x0 0xff flowid 1:38 

9   APPENDIX C 

9.1     XORP ROUTER3 CONFIGURATIONS COMMANDS 

Here is the configurations file from Router3 in the testbed when multicast routing is configured.  

Same commands apply to other two routers except IP addresses and interface name/no is 

different. Due to privacy and security reasons public IP addresses has been replaced by private 

IP addresses in the following configuration commands.  

 

/*XORP Router3 Configuration File*/ 
 
protocols { 
    bgp { 
        bgp-id: 172.16.0.2 
        local-as: "16253" 
        enable-4byte-as-numbers: false 
        peer "172.16.0.1" { 
            peer-port: 179 
            local-port: 179 
            local-ip: "172.16.0.2" 
            as: "16253" 
            next-hop: 192.168.1.1 
            holdtime: 120 
            delay-open-time: 0 
            client: false 
            confederation-member: false 
            disable: false 
            ipv4-unicast: true 
            ipv4-multicast: true 
            ipv6-unicast: false 
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            ipv6-multicast: false 
            import: "" 
            export: "" 
        } 
        import: "" 
        export: "" 
    } 
    fib2mrib { 
        disable: false 
    } 
    igmp { 
        disable: false 
        interface eth0 { 
            vif eth0 { 
                disable: false 
                version: 2 
                enable-ip-router-alert-option-check: false 
                query-interval: 125 
                query-last-member-interval: 1 
                query-response-interval: 10 
                robust-count: 2 
            } 
        } 
        interface eth2 { 
            vif eth2 { 
                disable: false 
                version: 2 
                enable-ip-router-alert-option-check: false 
                query-interval: 125 
                query-last-member-interval: 1 
                query-response-interval: 10 
                robust-count: 2 
            } 
        } 
        interface eth3 { 
            vif eth3 { 
                disable: false 
                version: 2 
                enable-ip-router-alert-option-check: false 
                query-interval: 125 
                query-last-member-interval: 1 
                query-response-interval: 10 
                robust-count: 2 
            } 
        } 
    } 
    ospf4 { 
        router-id: 172.16.0.2 
        rfc1583-compatibility: false 
        ip-router-alert: false 
        area 0.0.0.0 { 
            area-type: "normal" 
            interface eth0 { 
                link-type: "broadcast" 
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                vif eth0 { 
                    address 192.168.1.1 { 
                        priority: 128 
                        hello-interval: 10 
                        router-dead-interval: 40 
                        interface-cost: 1 
                        retransmit-interval: 5 
                        transit-delay: 1 
                        disable: false 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
            interface eth2 { 
                link-type: "broadcast" 
                vif eth2 { 
                    address 192.168.1.17 { 
                        priority: 128 
                        hello-interval: 10 
                        router-dead-interval: 40 
                        interface-cost: 1 
                        retransmit-interval: 5 
                        transit-delay: 1 
                        disable: false 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
            interface eth3 { 
                link-type: "broadcast" 
                vif eth3 { 
                    address 192.168.1.33 { 
                        priority: 128 
                        hello-interval: 10 
                        router-dead-interval: 40 
                        interface-cost: 1 
                        retransmit-interval: 5 
                        transit-delay: 1 
                        disable: false 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
            interface lo { 
                link-type: "broadcast" 
                vif lo { 
                    address 172.16.0.2 { 
                        priority: 128 
                        hello-interval: 10 
                        router-dead-interval: 40 
                        interface-cost: 1 
                        retransmit-interval: 5 
                        transit-delay: 1 
                        passive { 
                            disable: false 
                            host: false 
                        } 
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                        disable: false 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
        } 
    } 
    pimsm4 { 
        disable: false 
        interface eth0 { 
            vif eth0 { 
                disable: false 
                dr-priority: 1 
                hello-period: 30 
                hello-triggered-delay: 5 
            } 
        } 
        interface eth2 { 
            vif eth2 { 
                disable: false 
                dr-priority: 2 
                hello-period: 30 
                hello-triggered-delay: 5 
            } 
        } 
        interface eth3 { 
            vif eth3 { 
                disable: false 
                dr-priority: 2 
                hello-period: 30 
                hello-triggered-delay: 5 
            } 
        } 
        interface "register_vif" { 
            vif "register_vif" { 
                disable: false 
                dr-priority: 1 
                hello-period: 30 
                hello-triggered-delay: 5 
            } 
        } 
        static-rps { 
            rp 172.16.0.1 { 
                group-prefix 239.0.0.0/24 { 
                    rp-priority: 192 
                    hash-mask-len: 30 
                } 
                group-prefix 226.0.0.0/24 { 
                    rp-priority: 192 
                    hash-mask-len: 30 
                } 
                group-prefix 224.2.2.0/24 { 
                    rp-priority: 192 
                    hash-mask-len: 30 
                } 
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            } 
        } 
    } 
} 
fea { 
    unicast-forwarding4 { 
        disable: false 
    } 
} 
interfaces { 
    restore-original-config-on-shutdown: false 
    interface eth0 { 
        description: "" 
        disable: false 
        discard: false 
        unreachable: false 
        management: false 
        default-system-config 
    } 
    interface eth2 { 
        description: "" 
        disable: false 
        discard: false 
        unreachable: false 
        management: false 
        default-system-config 
    } 
    interface eth3 { 
        description: "" 
        disable: false 
        discard: false 
        unreachable: false 
        management: false 
        default-system-config 
    } 
    interface lo { 
        description: "" 
        disable: false 
        discard: false 
        unreachable: false 
        management: false 
        vif lo { 
            disable: false 
            address 172.16.0.2 { 
                prefix-length: 32 
                loopback: false 
                disable: false 
            } 
        } 
    } 
} 
plumbing { 
    mfea4 { 
        disable: false 
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        interface eth0 { 
            vif eth0 { 
                disable: false 
            } 
        } 
        interface eth2 { 
            vif eth2 { 
                disable: false 
            } 
        } 
        interface eth3 { 
            vif eth3 { 
                disable: false 
            } 
        } 
        interface "register_vif" { 
            vif "register_vif" { 
                disable: false 
            } 
        } 
    } 
} 
 
 

 


